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The living-room floor was brought up level with the dining room, and a fireplace that faces both living and dining room is a focal point.

Remodel achieved curb appeal, truly usable spaces, plus major landscape redo
by Carol Blitzer / photos by Dasja Dolan

eashell-shaped sinks. A sunken living room. A dark room
on the upper level. On a hill, but with no view.
“It was a disaster. ... No one had trimmed the yard for 30
years,” says the homeowner of a large Sharon Heights home
that’s been reconfigured for today’s living.
For starters, the home had no curb appeal, since all one
saw from the street were the three-car garage and two heritage oak trees.
With nearly 3,600 square feet, the five-bedroom home was
oddly configured for a family. The house was built along a
hill, in three tiers, with public spaces on the main floor, two
bedrooms upstairs (along with some odd, dark rooms) and
three bedrooms down a level.
“Not ideal if you have two kids,” the owner says.
“It was a little labyrinth, a convoluted plan,” interior
designer Rise Krag says.
The young couple with a 4-year-old and a baby on the
way wanted to cluster the bedrooms together. Working with
architect John Stewart, they soon had a plan to locate the
master-bedroom suite (with side-by-side walk-in closets and
a bathroom) upstairs, as well as two bedrooms with a Jackand-Jill bathroom between.
The architect pared down the garages to two and created a
welcoming entry, with Calstone Quarry Stone pavers wind4 Winter 2015 | home + garden design

ing up to the front door.
But the worst part of the old house was the kitchen, the
owner says, which was a narrow galley with a small singlepaned window.
Today it’s double the size, with a large granite-topped
island in the center, quartzite counters with marble backsplash along the walls. Appliances include a Wolf range and
double ovens.
“We don’t cook at all,” the owner says, since both work
long hours. But the kitchen is still “the most-used room”
in the house, he adds. And his mom enjoys preparing food
when she visits.
Two stools sit at one end of the island for quick bites. The
kitchen is actually flanked by two eating areas: a nook on
one side and a more formal dining room on the other.
The living room is no longer sunken, and the beamed
ceiling rises two stories. Krag, who started out designing a
new kitchen and ended up recommending architect Stewart
as the job expanded, says the couple was inspired by her
designs on her website.
Soon they had a two-way fireplace that faces both the dining room and the living room.
“The sunken thing bothered the wife,” Krag says, “so we
unsunk it. The fireplace has become much more of a focal
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Instead of a narrow, galley space, the new kitchen is twice as big and features a granite-topped island. A dining nook is off to the side.

point.”
Rounding out the main floor is a home office, a powder
room and laundry area.
The lower level was left mainly untouched and still has a
seashell sink, next to a large playroom and three bedrooms.
Where before the landscape was more of a “jungle,” to
quote the homeowner, today a former stairway to nowhere
has been transformed into a double-waterfall element. A
paved patio connects to a grassy area below with a matching
paved walkway.
When the dining-room ceiling was lowered, a space for a
deck off the master room was created. Today a play structure
can be viewed from this deck.
Construction wasn’t a slam dunk: Sharon Heights is
known for its marshy soil, and many homes suffer from
(continued on page 6)

A formal dining room, just off the kitchen, is on the other side of
the fireplace.

Curb appeal was created by reducing the three-car garage to two
and making the entry more visible.
home + garden design | Winter 2015 5
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The back wall of the powder room is natural stacked stone, a
complement to the mosaic floor. The custom-finished walnut
vanity adds warmth to the cooler stones.
(continued from page 5)

foundation problems. To deal with that, the owners sunk 11
piers, designed to be dug 24 feet deep. When the first one
took days to dig, they had a soils expert reassess the bedrock.
Turns out, they were on solid sandstone and only needed to
dig 3 to 6 feet for the rest of the piers.
“We tore the top two levels off — and we stayed in the
bottom for nine months,” the owner says. “Living there was
(continued on page 8)

A geometric pattern in the master bathroom is paired with a
horizontal backsplash around the tub, along with a vertical design
in the shower.
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Fashionable, Elegant, Modern, or Old World
Charm we can meet any style need!

To Visit our Design Center, Call: 408.452.9166 275 E. Brokaw Road, San Jose, CA 95112
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(continued from page 6)

very helpful, but miserable. We spotted so many things that
were wrong. It saved a ton of time and worry” to be on the
scene daily, he adds.
One happy surprise for the couple was discovery that once
the brush and old growth was removed, they actually have
a Bay view. H&G

No longer a jungle, the landscaping includes a paved patio
connected to a grassy area below via a terraced stairway. A former
stairway to nowhere is now a double-waterfall element.

Resources:
Architect: John Stewart, San Carlos, 650-591-8283,
stewartassocaia.com
Interior designer: Rise Krag, San Carlos, 650-854-9090,
RKIInteriorDesign.com
Landscape architect: Bruce MacDonald, Bruce
MacDonald Landscape Architecture, Inc., Danville,
925-855-0352
Stone materials: Graniterock Design Center, Cupertino,
408-996-4501
Goal of project:
Completely reconfigure
house, make entry more
visible, double size of kitchen
Unanticipated issues/
regrets:
Didn’t replace all shingles

The lowered dining-room ceiling made room for a deck off the
master bedroom.

Tuesday - Saturday 10:30am - 5:30pm

www.windowsandbeyond.com

Size of home, lot:
5-BR, 4.5-BA remodeled to
6-BR, 3.5 BA
Time to complete:
6 mo. planning, 9 mo.
construction, 3 mo.
landscaping

Year house built:
1973

4020 Fabian Way, Palo Alto
650.938.8822
46279 Warm Springs Blvd, Fremont
510.623.8822
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Today, the reconfigured second story holds the master-bedroom suite, as well as two bedrooms with a Jack-and-Jill bathroom.

2014

Traditionally Derby
850 Santa Cruz Ave. Menlo Park, CA 94025 | 650-521-0778
Tu-Sat 10-5:30 | Th 10-7 | Sun 11-4
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From spa
to utilitarian
Couple updated two bathrooms,
gained storage
by Carol Blitzer / photos by Dasja Dolan
Adding a sink and storage cabinets in the sun room, as well as replacing the large windows, made it into a far-more-functional artist’s studio.

he mini-spa, with its big glass-block stall and whirlpool
bath — all done with “low-budget elegance” — was the
one room Kathy Stark hated in the Old Mountain View home
she and her husband Christopher Aoki bought in 2009.
So, five years later, she was delighted to reconfigure that
bathroom, ditch the greenhouse window (which extended
into the shady side of the house where nothing much could
grow) and finally get a decent linen closet.
Beginning with Angie’s List to check out background
and reviews, Stark and Aoki chose to work with Kristie
Schneider, a project designer with Case Design/Remodeling
of San Jose.
“They seemed the place to go for marriage-preserving
remodeling work,” Stark says, noting that her husband
wasn’t nearly as keen on tackling the projects as she was.
Today a simple white tub, with a built-in shower, is lined
with porcelain tile and trimmed with small slate tiles. A
shelf to hold shampoo and soap is recessed in the wall.
The color scheme in the revamped bathroom — light
beige and cream — is quiet.
The countertop in the redone bathroom is Blanco Capri
Silestone, and the cabinetry is painted white, with polished
chrome pulls.
“We kept what was the prior owner’s selection of a subdued background,” says Stark, who is an artist; she says she’s
happy with the Swiss Coffee color.
And, Aoki especially enjoys the deep sink and high faucet,
much more utilitarian than the spa, his wife adds.
A big plus for the couple is the linen closet, with an electric outlet inside to plug in the Dust Buster. Additional storage is above the new toilet.
And, grab bars are situated strategically near the toilet and
in the tub/shower.
A second project involved adding a stainless-steel bar
sink with a large storage cabinet in the studio/sun room that
earlier owners had added on to the house. They had already

T
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replaced the narrow steps with wider, wooden ones, and
enlarged the door to the room. And the frame of one exterior
window was rotting, Stark says, so they knew they needed
to replace that.
Since the sun room was mainly used as her art studio, a
sink would come in very handy, she says.
And choosing a style for the new cabinetry was easy: They
simply echoed what they’d just put in the newly remodeled
bathroom, including the Silestone counter. The big difference was the Hansgrohe bar faucet and the Dawn USA sink.
They then opted to replace the sink, counter and toilet
(with a Toto Drake II) in the master bathroom and the
flooring with engineered wood that blends with the hickory
hardwood throughout the house.
Stark is pretty happy with the project, but if she were to do
it again, she says, she’d choose a more rounded shape for her
master-bathroom faucet.
“This faucet collects spots,” she says, and needs constant
wiping.

A utilitarian bathroom in muted colors replaced the mini-spa and
now includes a linen closet, Blanco Capri Silestone counters and a
deep sink.
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She also might choose a longer-lasting flooring for the
master bathroom.
“It better last another 60 years,” she said, smiling.
But she’s already thinking about the next possible project:
extending the front room to make it into a comfortable spot
for watching TV. H&G
Resources:
Design/build: Kristie Schneider, CKBR, project designer;
Case Design/Remodeling of San Jose, 408-809-7544,
casesanjose.com
Lighting, plumbing fixtures: Build.com
Patio paving: Method Paving, Santa Clara,
methodpaving.com
Goal of project:
Replace “spa” bathroom with
more utilitarian bathroom
with linen closet; add sink
to studio; update master
bathroom
Unanticipated issues/
regrets:
Needed to replace the
bathroom window glass with
tempered glass
Year house built:
1946, with a 1980s-era
extension

Size of home, lot:
1,600-sq-ft house on 5,663sq-ft lot
Time to complete:
About two months each build
time for studio/master bath
and hall bath projects, plus
planning time
Budget:
About $50,000 each for
studio and master bath and
hall bath

The simple white tub, with a built-in shower, is lined with
simulated Travertine tile — Ceramiche Supergres from Italy — and
trimmed with small slate tiles. A shelf to hold shampoo and soap is
recessed in the wall.
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2015 REMODELING
WORKSHOP SERIES:
YOUR BLUEPRINT FOR A
SUCCESSFUL REMODEL
The key to your perfect remodel
starts with education, leads
to inspiration and ends with
your dream renovation.
Enroll in one of our workshops today!
650.230.2900
info@harrell-remodeling.com or
harrell-remodeling.com
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Street Sweeping
Schedule Change
Every Other Week Service After Leaf Season
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Street sweeping keeps our roads and paths safe, reduces ﬂooding, and keeps
pollutants and litter out of our creeks and bay. A 2013 pilot project determined that
there are environmental and ﬁnancial beneﬁts if Palo Alto reduces the frequency of
sweeping to every other week during non-leaf season and a permanent sweeping
schedule change was adopted by City Council on September 22, 2014. This
change will help the City reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 22 percent each
year. Additionally, this schedule change, along with contracting out a major part of
the sweeping services, is estimated to save approximately $649,000 annually. A
monthly Refuse Fee reduction of $1.40 per customer was passed on to rate payers
beginning November 1, 2014.
STREET SWEEPING SCHEDULE CHANGE
LEAF SEASON
(mid-October through mid-February)

WEEKLY

NON-LEAF SEASON
EVERY OTHER WEEK *

*Every other week street sweeping
service is estimated to begin in
mid-February, but will depend on
rainfall, leaf growth and leaf fall.
We will post a notice on the City’s
website ahead of any service
changes.

Visit our website to learn more about street sweeping, service
change notiﬁcations, and your scheduled street sweeping day.

www.cityofpaloalto.org/streetsweeping
(650) 496-6974
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Midtown Realty, Inc.
Real Results, Real Estate
SOLD

“For more than 55 years, Midtown Realty has been
assisting its neighbors and friends with one of the
most important purchases in their life… their home!
At Midtown Realty, we are dedicated to working with
people, not clients. We sell homes, not houses and
Palo Alto is our home, not a branch ofﬁce. Year after
year people trust us to help with their most important
investment, their home. You too can count on us for
all your real estate needs. Give us a call today.”

SOLD

Your Neighborhood
Midtown Realty Team

SOLD

Tim Foy

Jane Volpe

Leslie Zeisler

Joann Weber

Chris Taylor

Broker/Owner

Realtor/MBA

Realtor, SRES

Property
Manager Realtor

Realtor

Chris
Marino

SungHee
Clemenson

Yamie Lee

Lisa Knox

Realtor

Realtor

Rosemary
Prince

Realtor

Realtor
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REAL RESULTS, REAL ESTATE
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With the new remodel, the owners kept within the curving footprint while shifting the layout and recasting how rooms were used.

Second-story space transformed into elegant master suite
by Karla Kane / photos by Dasja Dolan

A

modern aesthetic, abundance of light, exposed wood
edges and quirky elements attracted the new owners to
their Midtown Palo Alto home.
“We have circular window frames here and there, and
none of the rooms is in a rectangular shape,” the homeowner said.
However, while the unique style pleased and the size was
fine, the interior layout left something to be desired. The
house had two bathrooms, three bedrooms and an office but
the location of the master suite on the ground floor, away
from the rest of the bedrooms upstairs, was too isolated.
Furthermore, the home, built in 1951 and remodeled in
1999, had a double-height living room with a catwalk — not
the most practical use of space, nor very energy efficient.
They turned to architect Ayesha Sikandar to help them convert the home into a more family-friendly environment that
would better suit their needs.
Simply adding on extra rooms wasn’t an option. The
existing structure was already nearly maxed out on space,
as per zoning regulations. And though Sikandar said the
contemporary home already stands out among its more traditional Mediterranean and ranch-style neighbors, they had
to be sure the remodel would not have a drastic effect on
the exterior of the house nor on the neighborhood character.
“We had to build in the existing footprint of the house,”
Sikandar said.

16 Winter 2015 | home + garden design

They decided the best way to maximize space would be
to cut the living room off at one story, thus creating a new
master-bedroom area above it and converting the office
into a luxurious master bathroom and walk-in closet. The
ground-floor master suite could then become a guest room.
The goal for the master bedroom was to comfortably fit
a king-size bed and incorporate the existing catwalk and
access to an attic. Several large windows let in plenty of
natural light and the homeowner said she also appreciates
(continued on page 18)

A wall of curved windows looks out on the backyard.
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Addition of the master bedroom upstairs met the goal of fitting in
a king-size bed while incorporating the existing catwalk.

Lowering the ceiling in the living room from its two-story height
allowed them to create a new master-bedroom area above.

(continued from page 16)

relaxing soak. Three tall windows facing the street were
waterproofed and fitted with frosted glass, for privacy, while
two others facing the neighbors were removed entirely.
In keeping with the couple’s preference for a clean
minimalist style, a neutral color scheme was maintained
throughout. Gray concrete floors were added, plus a wallmounted double vanity featuring white porcelain sinks,
man-made quartz countertops and streamlined cabinets of
gray oak.
Construction aside, the most difficult part of the project
was being able to get started in the first place.
“Getting approval from the city was a big challenge. We

the spacious new closet.
For Sikandar, though, the most interesting project was
the bathroom.
One of the features the homeowners had always liked
about the home was its unusual curved wall, extending from
the front door to the back of the house, on both stories.
That same curve added both challenge and inspiration to
the designing of the new master bath. The contractors, led
by Pavel Kantor, carefully placed small, white glass tiles
separated by dramatic metal strips horizontally against the
curved wall. They installed an elegant shower and marble
bathtub with a shape reminiscent of a boat, perfect for a

(continued on page 20)

GREAT STYLE
EXCELLENT FUNCTIONALITY
Everything You Need To Finish A Home
          

 

Installation and
Quotes Available

650-941-2800
CUSTOM
& SECURITY
HARDWARE
Visit our new
showroom at:

2150 Old
Middlefield Way
Mountain View
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NO SLAM
RETRACTABLE SCREENS


French Doors



Single Doors



Sliders

Winter Special:
$399 installed for

a single standard size door

Local Dealer: Doug Fields
650-227-4934
www.bayareaclearview.com

MADE IN SAN JOSE, CA
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Glass tiles separated by metal strips are placed horizontally against
the curved wall in the master bathroom, and three windows were
frosted for privacy.

Gray concrete floors, gray oak cabinets and a wall-mounted
double vanity help maintain a neutral color scheme and minimalist
design.

(continued from page 18)

Resources:
Architect/designer: Ayesha Sikandar, MA Dimensions,
www.madimensions.com, San Mateo, 650-578-9732
Contractor: Progress Builders, Pavel Kantor, progressbuilders.com, San Jose

hit some bumps,” Sikandar said, including mix-ups and
staffing changes. It took nearly a year for the family to be
able to move in.
In order to add square footage to the property, a special
home-improvement exception was needed, which is not
easy to qualify for. They had to make their case not only to
the city but to their neighbors and took pains to insure that
the redesign would blend seamlessly.
All the time and effort was worth it, the homeowner said.
“We are very happy with the outcome. Most importantly,
the remodeled part of the house fits well with the tone of the
rest of the house.” H&G

Goal of project:
Create an upstairs master
suite by converting doubleheight living room and
second-story den
Unanticipated issues:
Needed to get special homeimprovement exception from
city to add square footage

Year house built:
1951; previous remodel in
1999
Time to complete:
3-4 mos. of construction;
design to move-in took
almost a year

Making The Difference For You...

Q

Extensive Neighborhood Knowledge

Q

Creative, Resourceful, Connected

Q

Exceptional Service

Q

Dedicated Advocate

Q

Trusted Partner

650.201.1010
Dan.Ziony@CBNorCal.com

Dan Ziony

CA DRE #01380339

Serving buyers and sellers in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton,
Portola Valley, Woodside, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and other
Peninsula communities for more than a decade

www.DanZiony.com
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My Closet.
My Home. My Style.
My Budget. My Life.

20% OFF
Plus FREE Installation
Some restrictions apply.

CUSTOM CLOSETS | HOME OFFICES | PANTRIES | LAUNDRY ROOMS | GARAGES AND MORE...

Call for FREE Design Consultation

650-595-9999
www.closetfactory.com
www.facebook.com/closetfactory
follow us: www.twitter.com/closetfactory
©2013Closet
Closet
Factory.
All rights
reserved.
©2014
Factory.
All rights
reserved.

Scan
for Yelp
Reviews
CA Lic. #931740
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Remodeling Your Home?
THE CITY OF PALO ALTO HAS RESIDENTIAL
EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS AND REBATES FOR YOU!

WATER HEATERS
You can earn up to $300 in rebates for installing a new energy efﬁcient gas or electric water heater
in your home.
You’ll also reduce monthly bills, since water heaters can account for up to 17% of the energy used by an
average household.

ATTIC INSULATION
Proper attic insulation can reduce heating and cooling needs by up to 30%. Since heating and
cooling typically account for the largest amount of energy used in the average California home,
you can save money year-round on your energy bills.
Palo Alto residents can receive a $0.20 per square foot rebate when proper R-38 attic insulation
is installed. For example, a 1,000 square foot attic would be eligible for a $200 rebate.
Rebate is unavailable for new construction projects.

HIGH-EFFICIENCY CLOTHES WASHER
In partnership with Santa Clara Valley Water District, Palo Alto residents can receive up to a $125 rebate
when they replace an old, inefficient clothes washer with a new qualifying high-efficiency model. Visit the
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE) at www.cee1.org for a complete list of qualifying Tier 3 washers.

REFRIGERATORS
Palo Alto residents can receive a rebate of up to $50 when they purchase a qualifying
Consortium of Energy Efﬁciency (CEE) Tier 3 refrigerator. Visit www.cee1.org for a
complete list of CEE Tier 3 refrigerators.
For more information before making your purchase, call (650) 329-2241 or visit
cityofpaloalto.org/smartenergy
You can receive $35 if you allow us to remove an old, working refrigerator or freezer from your home or garage.
Even better, we ensure that over 90% of your old refrigerator’s components are properly recycled. This free service
is provided in partnership with JACO Environmental.
To participate, call JACO at (800) 299-7573 to schedule a pick-up or visit www.jacoinc.net

To learn more about other smart energy programs and rebates,
go to cityofpaloalto.org/SmartEnergy or call (650) 329-2241
Individuals with disabilities who require accommodations to access City facilities, services or programs, or who would like information on the
City’s compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, may contact the City’s ADA Coordinator at (650) 329-2550 (voice) or
Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled paper, bleached without chlorine.
email ada@cityofpaloalto.org 1/15

cityofpaloalto.org/SmartEnergy

(650) 329-2241
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Design for his and hers.
SAN FRANCISCO
680 8th St., Suite 163 / (415) 626-2622
SAN JOSE
355 South 1st Street / (408) 642-1571

The signature choice for today’s interiors.

www.slidingdoorco.com

CLOSET DOORS + ROOM DIVIDERS + WALL SLIDE DOORS +home
OFFICE
PARTITIONS
+ garden design
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H I D E AWAY.
Find yourself.

Overlooking the famous Big Sur coastline,
Tickle Pink Inn attracts travelers from around
the world to experience this unforgettable ocean
view hideaway. With our gracious elegance and
35 luxuriously-appointed rooms and suites,
Tickle Pink Inn has a name to remember and a
view you will never forget.

RESERVATIONS (866) 655-0370 • WWW.TICKLEPINKINN.COM • 155 HIGHLAND DRIVE, CARMEL, CA 93923
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